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PERMISSION TO USE IMAGE FORM
This form is designed to aid authors in obtaining permissions to use images as supplementary materials for
their contributions to Canadian Literature (CanLit).
Please fill in the boxes that are appropriate to the image(s) you intend to use.
Article Title: ________________________________________________________________________________________________

Canadian Literature issue # (and title if available): ___________________________________________________________
Name of Author requesting permission(s): ____________________________________________________________________
Title of Source and/or Image Title:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Author/Artist(s): ____________________________________________________________________________________________
Publisher (if applicable): ____________________________________________________________________________________
Page Number(s) and/or Location in Source (if applicable):
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Location of where the Image was taken (if applicable): _______________________________________________________
Description of the Image:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Caption for the image:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Permission granted by Image Owner/Copyright Holder:

Yes

No

Terms and Conditions of permissions:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Canadian Literature's Intent for Use of the Image
The University of British Columbia, through its journal Canadian Literature (CanLit), intends to reproduce the
Image(s) mentioned above as a part of the Author's written contribution to CanLit (the Article) to appear in the
numbered print issue (stated above) of the CanLit journal and on their website, canlit.ca, (which is under a one [1]
year open access embargo after which the articles will be available free of charge), and through three scholarly
aggregators (EBSCO, Gale, and ProQuest) for distribution of the journal's content.
As a non-profit entity, CanLit aims to distribute materials across a range of media platforms, available internationally,
to promote events and our journal with the highest concern for integrity and brand reputation.
Because CanLit is a non-profit entity, we are unable to offer any financial or administrative support in obtaining
copyright permissions for images that accompany articles and are used in our journal. All image permissions and costs
related to obtaining permissions or reproducing the Image(s) are the responsibility of the Author.
Permission to Use Image
By signing this form, the Image Owner/Copyright Holder grants CanLit permission to use the Image(s), mentioned
above, in the print journal, on canlit.ca, and as they are made available through our aggregators. This also grants
CanLit permission to use portions of the Article, in which the Image(s) appear, for news and publicity related
purposes for public distribution.
In signing this form, the Author acknowledges that they have fulfilled any and all terms and conditions attached to
the Image Owner/Copyright Holder's granting permission, and that CanLit has full permission to reproduce the
above mentioned Image(s) in the print journal, on their website, and through their aggregators.

Signature: _____________________________________________________

Date: ____________________

(Image Owner/Copyright Holder)

Signature: _____________________________________________________

Date: ____________________

(The Author)

More information on copyright and fair usage can be read at copyright.ubc.ca or on our FAQs page.
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Permission To Use Image Form FAQs:
Who needs to sign these forms?
Any author submitting images and/or graphics to Canadian Literature for publication as part of an article's necessary
supplementary materials.
What are aggregators?
Aggregators distribute digital content, such as monographs, journal issues, or articles, to places where readers access
them: libraries and retailers. Canadian Literature works with three aggregators—EBSCO, Gale, and ProQuest—to help
make CanLit content available and discoverable to a wide variety of audiences.
How do the aggregators use images on their website(s)?
Aggregators follow fair-dealing guides lines. For example, the following is from EBSCO's website, listed under "What is
EBSCO's policy regarding image usage rights?":
Copyrights of images are the property of the PUBLISHER and the images may not be copied or emailed to
multiple sites or posted to a listserv without the copyright holder’s express written permission. Images may
be printed for personal, non-commercial use and used in presentations for educational use consistent with the
Copyright Act of 1976, subject to any additional restrictions included in the copyright statement accompanying
the image, but may not be posted on the Web or used in any other form of mass media without express written
permission from the copyright holder.
And, from the Gale "Terms of Use" page, Copyright and Limitations of use are outlined in this way:
The subscribing institutes ("Customer") and their authorized users, may make a single print, non-electronic
copy of a permitted portion of the content for personal, non-commercial, educational purposes only. Except
as expressly provided for in the foregoing sentence, you may not modify, publish, transmit (including, but not
limited to, by way of e-mail, facsimile or other electronic means), display, participate in the transfer or sale of,
create derivative works based on, or in any other way exploit any of the Content, in whole or in part without the
prior written consent of Gale and (if applicable) its licensor.
While ProQuest doesn’t host specific information on how aggregators use images on their database, their Terms of Use
page includes the following: "All other product names, company names, marks and logos referenced may be trademarks
of their respective owners. Nothing herein should be construed as granting any license or right to any trademarks or
Content without the written permission of ProQuest or respective third-party owners."

